




 
easy-on is an incredibly tough and durable  

infection control coating. Just one coat of this 

safe and easy-to-use paint dramatically  

improves a drab-looking ward and will  

protect it against the spread of infection for 

the next 20 years.  

Independent testing has shown that when  

painted walls are wiped, bacteria is left   

behind to breed, but when walls have been 

protected with easy-on, 100% of bacteria is 

removed without damage.  

The quartz-like structure of easy-on  

withstands daily scrubbing for up to 20 years 

without staining or discolouration, so even 

the toughest of hospital cleaning regimes 

won’t  compromise its newly painted good 

looks.  

Bacteria, germs, stains, scuff marks and even 

graffiti can all be eradicated without needing 

to re-apply the coating. This means that  

regular redecoration, and the disruption it 

causes, could become a thing of the past.  

Every hospital corridor, ward, theatre and wall 

can be upgraded ; so if you’re considering 

any redecoration make sure your top coat is 

the hygienic tough coat - easy-on.  

Infection control in a can 



easy-on+ anti bacterial coating incorporates Akacid 

(plus), a biocide proven to disrupt the cell surfaces of 

bacteria and reduce hospital acquired infections including 

MRSA, E Coli, Salmonella and Listeria. 

 

Tests by the biomedical research department at Sheffield 

Hallam University have shown that when panels coated 

with easy-on+ were contaminated the added Akacid 

(plus) provided continuous protection from bacterial  

infection, HAI’s and fungal growth and eliminated all  

hospital pathogens within 340 minutes. This evidence 

combined with easy-on’s durable nature make easy-on+ 

anti bacterial coating a longer lasting and more cost  

effective alternative to silver ion technology. 

 

easy-on+ anti bacterial coating is perfect for all  

situations where hygiene is essential, easy-on+ should be 

used to offer anti bacterial protection in hospitals, vets 

and food preparation areas. Once applied easy-on+ still 

offers all the benefits of our standard easy-on protective 

coating and will withstand 100’s of cleaning cycles and 

last for up to 20 years.  

 

easy-on+ anti bacterial coating is available as a clear 

finish and can be applied over any existing bare or 

painted surface including brick, stone, plaster, metal, 

powder coatings, plastics and woods. 

easy-on+ anti bacterial coating enables hospitals, vets 

and food preparation companies to save money whilst 

reducing infection and improving the aesthetic  

environment. 

 

easy-on+ anti bacterial coating = visibly clean and  

hygienically clean walls and surfaces for up to 20 years. 

Joining the fight 
against hospital  

superbugs 



Call: 

03 928 1623 
 
Enquiries to: 
info@urbanhygiene.co.nz 
 
Log on to: 
www.urbanhygiene.co.nz 
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